This paper investigates the determinants of the iTraxx CDS Europe indices, finding strong evidence that they are regime dependent. During volatile periods credit spreads become highly sensitive to stock volatility and more sensitive to this than to stock returns. They are also almost immune to interest rates changes. During tranquil periods credit spreads are more sensitive to stock returns than to volatility and most indices are sensitive to interest rate moves. However for companies in the financial sector interest rates have no significant influence in either regime. We also found some evidence that raising interest rates can decrease the probability of credit spreads entering a volatile period. Our findings are useful for policy makers and, since equity hedge ratios based on single-state models cannot capture the regime dependent behaviour of credit spreads, our results may also help traders to improve the efficiency of hedging credit default swaps. Finally, the volatility clustering and autocorrelation that we have identified in the price dynamics of iTraxx indices should prove useful for pricing the iTraxx options that are now being actively traded over-the-counter.
INTRODUCTION
A credit default swap (CDS) spread is often regarded as a better measure of credit risk than a bond spread. Longstaff et al. (2005) discover that whilst most of the bond spread is attributed to default risk, a significant part is due to illiquidity; Elton et al. (2001) find that the different tax treatments of corporate and government bonds have a greater effect on bond spreads than default risk; and Blanco et al. (2005) show that new information is incorporated into CDS spreads faster than into bonds and that CDS spreads are more sensitive to firm specific factors than bond spreads. Additionally the 'price' of a CDS is quoted as a constant maturity spread, whereas bond spreads are calculated by subtracting an unknown risk-free interest rate from the bond yield and are not directly comparable when maturities of the underlying bonds differ.
Only a few studies to date analyse the influence of theoretical determinants of credit risk on CDS spreads. Cossin et al. (2002) argue that rating is the most important single source of information in the spread; Benkert (2004) concentrates on the influence of different volatility measures on CDS premia, finding that option implied volatility has the strongest effect; Ericsson et al. (2004) investigate the influence of leverage, volatility and interest rates on single-firm CDS concluding that these variables are important determinants of CDS spreads. Other empirical studies covering the CDS market include Hull et al. (2004) , who compare credit risk pricing between bond and CDS markets, finding that differences are quite small. In addition they find evidence that CDS spreads predict negative rating events. Houweling and Vorst (2005) compare market prices of credit default swaps with model prices finding that a simple reduced form model prices credit default swaps better than comparing bonds yield spreads to CDS premiums.
As most CDS are single-name contracts almost all research to date has also been on these instruments. However recently the CDS index market has grown considerably. A CDS index provides credit protection on the pool of names in the index. Index contracts are very similar to single-name contracts, however a credit event of a CDS index member does not lead to the termination of the whole contract. Instead the respective entity is removed from the index and the contract continues until expiry with a reduced nominal amount. In addition an index protection buyer pays the same premium and the difference between this fixed rate and the fair value is settled by an upfront payment. By contrast, a basket credit default swap (or first to default swap) also provides credit protection on a basket of entities but terminates once the first reference entity in the pool defaults. The payoff of to a basket credit default swap in case of default usually equals the payoff of a standard CDS. firm investment grade CDSs and is divided into various sub-indices (Automobiles, Consumers, Energy, Industrials, Non-Financials, TMT 1 , Financials Senior, Financials Subordinate). Additionally a High Volatility index is built from 30 firms with the widest CDS spread. Every six months a new series for each index is introduced, replacing defaulted, merged, sector changed or downgraded entities by the next most liquid ones.
The iTraxx indices are still traded over-the-counter, however the world's largest derivative exchange, Eurex has announced the imminent launch of an exchange-traded CDS future on the iTraxx Europe. Also many major banks now enter over-the-counter trades on iTraxx options. Their clients include hedge funds, proprietary trading desks, insurance companies, investment managers and CDS indices traders who use options for risk management of their positions. BNP Paribas estimate that in 2005 alone over 50 billion Euros was traded on iTraxx options.
To date the only empirical study of the behaviour of iTraxx Europe CDS indices is Byström (2005) , who examines the relationship between index spread changes and stock returns and finds that the stock market tends to lead the CDS index market. Furthermore he finds a significant positive autocorrelation in daily changes of iTraxx indices. Our study extends this work by examining the empirical influence of several theoretical determinants of CDS spreads on the daily changes in iTraxx indices over a two-year data period, applying a Markov switching model to account for regime switching behaviour. Our findings show that sensitivities of CDS spreads to theoretical determinants are very distinct in two different regimes. During volatile periods all CDS indices adopt the behaviour of higher-risk CDS indices, becoming more sensitive to stock market variables and less sensitive to interest rates. We also find a positive significant autocorrelation and evidence of volatility clustering in all the European CDS indices.
The reminder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses on the theoretical determinants of CDS spreads from a structural model perspective. Section 3 describes the proxies for the theoretical determinants and we estimate a linear regression model in Section 4. Section 5 provides a brief introduction to Markov switching models. We apply it to our data set in Section 6. Section 7 investigates whether there is any observable variable driving regime switches and we conclude in Section 8.
DETERMINANTS OF CDS SPREADS
In general, reduced form models of credit risk treat a default as an unpredictable event. The reason why a firm defaults is not modelled, instead default is the result of the outcome of a random jump process. 2 By contrast, the dependence on fundamentals equips the structural approach with a wide set of empirically testable determinants of default. In structural credit risk models (for instance Merton, 1974; Black and Cox, 1976; Schwartz, 1995 or Zhou, 2001 ) default is triggered when the firm value falls below a certain threshold, which is commonly modelled as an increasing function of firm leverage. Also, assuming a particular stochastic process for the firm value allows risk neutral valuation to be used for pricing credit risk sensitive instruments.
Variables influencing CDS spreads in structural default models are now discussed. An increase in the instantaneous short rate should decrease the default probability. The theoretical argument supporting this is that the short rate influences the risk neutral drift in the firm value process: a higher short rate raises the risk neutral drift and lowers the probability of default. But although the short rate is often the only interest rate appearing in structural models, the future movement of the short rate is also influenced by the slope of the yield curve. The steeper the yield curve, the higher the expected future short rate and thus we expect a negative relationship between both the short rate and the slope of the yield curve and the CDS spread. There are further arguments to support negative relationships between these interest rate variables and CDS spreads. Low interest rates are often observed during periods of recession and frequent corporate defaults. In addition the steepness of the yield curve is an indicator of an increase in future economic activity. This is empirically supported by Fama (1984) and Estrella and Hardouvelis (1991) among others.
We now consider the effect of firm value on CDS spreads. When the market value of the firm decreases, the probability of default will increase because hitting the default barrier becomes more likely. However the firm value is unobservable and we cannot measure its changes directly. Since changes in the firm value are induced by changes in the firm's equity value, structural models suggest that downward trends in the equity level are accompanied by upward trends in the CDS spread level. A further theoretical determinant of CDS spreads is firm value volatility. It is intuitive that hitting a default barrier becomes more likely if the firm value itself fluctuates widely. But volatility is also an unobservable variable and here we face the additional problem of being unable to observe the underlying process. However the positive relationship between the volatility of the firm value and equity volatility can be exploited. Whenever equity volatility increases, firm value volatility is expected to increase also and this should lead to an upward trend in the CDS spread.
Apart from these model-based determinants of CDS spreads, Byström (2005) finds that iTraxx Europe indices showed a significant autocorrelation during their first ten months of existence. We therefore examine the effect of lagged changes in the current change in iTraxx indices.
DATA
We use daily quotes of iTraxx Europe CDS indices and restrict our analysis to indices with a maturity of 5 years, since they contain the most liquid CDSs. The data period starts The data set therefore covers 482 quotes for each of ten indices. As mentioned above a new series for each iTraxx index is launched every six months, to adjust the membership of the index.
In particular defaulted and low-liquidity entities are replaced by the most liquid entities not currently in the index. Once initiated a particular series remains static throughout its lifetime except that defaulted entities are removed. In order to ensure that our analysis is always built on the most liquid names, for every index we construct a time series that contain the most recent series at any point in time.
As a proxy for risk-free interest rates in the Euro zone we use Euro swap rates with maturities between one and thirty years. Swap rates are often regarded as a better proxy for the unobservable risk-free interest rates than government bond yields (see Houweling and Vorst, 2005) . Although swap rates are not totally risk-free they have the advantage of high liquidity and no-short sale constraints and they are not influenced by special tax regulations (see Hull et al., 2004 ). To capture both the level and spread of the yield curve, we apply a principal component analysis, which is rolled over on a daily basis including the last 100 observations.
As in any highly collinear system, the first principal component is an almost equally weighted portfolio of rates of all maturities. Thus a positive change in the first principal component is associated with a parallel upward shift in the yield curve. In our sample, the second principal component has a negative weight at the shortest maturity and weights increase almost linearly becoming positive at about eight years. Since the yield curve is upward sloping for the whole sample, an increase in the second component leads to a steeper yield curve and should therefore be accompanied by decreasing CDS spreads.
The advantage of using principal components instead of a short rate for the level and the difference between a long rate and a short rate for the slope, as often done in previous studies, is twofold: it prevents using the difference between two arbitrary points of the yield curve and it reduces the problem of collinearity that may arise when using the slope as an interest rate difference and the level as single interest rate.
Our proxy for the equity value for the various iTraxx indices is an equally weighted portfolio of stocks consisting of the same constituents as the CDS indices. Hence the stocks selected vary accordingly to the changes in membership of iTraxx series. Since the iTraxx indices are equally weighted indices we create stock portfolios that are designed in the same way. Stock prices are downloaded from Bloomberg and Datastream. Whenever a firm in the sample does not have a traded stock or prices are not available on Bloomberg and Datastream, the firm is omitted from the stock portfolio, which increases the weight of the other companies in the index equally. This is only the case for a few firms in the sample and there are never more than four companies missing for any sub-index.
Lastly, as mentioned above, asset volatility is unobservable and so it is proxied by equity volatility. Previous studies used either historical or implied volatilities, the latter being more significant according to Benkert (2004) . Option implied volatilities are a forward looking measure and reflect the opinion of the market concerning future volatility. These should therefore affect CDS spreads more than historical volatilities. Since most of the firms in the sample lack traded options, we use VStoxx as a proxy implied volatility for all indices. VStoxx is a volatility index based on options on the DJ Eurostoxx 50. It can be downloaded from www.stoxx.com. Figure 1 shows the Europe iTraxx index for the sample period, as well as the first interest rate principal component, the VStoxx implied volatility index and (on the right hand scale) the value of the stock portfolio for the main index.
LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS
In this section we estimate the following linear regression model for each CDS index h in our sample:
where ∆CDS h,t−1 is the lagged CDS index change, ∆V t is the change in the VStoxx volatility index, R h,t denotes the return of the h-th stock index and PC j,t denotes the j-th interest rate principal component. The results are given in Table 1 .
The signs of all coefficients are as predicted by structural default models, except for the slope of the yield curve. According to theory, the second principal component should affect credit spreads negatively. Our results suggest a positive influence but it is not significant for any of the indices. The first principal component is significant (except in the Industry sub-index) indicating that interest rate changes may indeed influence CDS spreads.
The interpretation of the influence of VStoxx and the stock portfolios on CDS spread changes is a difficult task, since these variables display a high degree of collinearity. Their correlations in the sample range between -53.67% and -70.58%, depending on the particular sub-index. This multicollinearity makes it difficult to provide clear evidence of the individual influence of each variable. Nevertheless we can conclude from the empirical results that implied volatility changes influence CDS spreads significantly. Stock market returns also play a role in the Europe index and some of the sub-indices.
Perhaps the most remarkable result is the highly significant influence of lagged changes of the iTraxx indices. Apart from the Energy series, for which the model has almost no explanatory power with an R-squared of only 5%, the lagged dependent variable is by far the most significant factor. The first order autocorrelation of the main series throughout the whole sample period amounts to 31.6% with significance level of 0.000. Even higher order autocorrelation is significant at this level and similar results are obtained for the sub-indices where the hypothesis of no first order autocorrelation can be rejected at least at the 2% level.
The administrative and technological burden of over-the-counter trading might be the main reason for this phenomenon. However, once an exchange-traded future is launched by Eurex we would expect this effect to vanish, because a significant autocorrelation would cast doubt on the efficiency of the market. Our findings are similar to those of Byström (2005) who found significant autocorrelation throughout the first ten month of iTraxx CDS Europe indices. Byström also reports that stock prices seem to lead CDS prices. But we note that this finding could arise from the presence of autocorrelation in CDS indices. If there is both autocorrelation in CDS changes and a correlation between the stock index returns and CDS spread changes, the fact that lagged changes in stock returns are significant could be a simple result of collinearity and it does not necessarily indicate a significant lead-lag relationship.
In some respects our results are similar to previous empirical studies on individual credit spreads. A principal component analysis on the residuals of the sub-indices indicates that most of the variation that is not explained by regression (1) is due to a common factor. Indeed 62.92% of the variation is explained by the first principal component. The first two eigenvectors are given in Table 4 . The first factor is a nearly equally weighted portfolio, indicating a systematic factor influencing residuals. Collin-Dufresne et al. (2001) find the same effect for single-name bond spreads and no relationship between the first principal component and economic variables. They also find that structural variables can explain no more than 25% of changes in single-name bond spreads.
Our results also demonstrate that high-risk companies are more sensitive to changes in structural variables, since model (1) fits best for the High Volatility index. This result is in line with Cossin et al. (2002) who find that changes in structural variables affect low rated companies more than high rated companies for non-US firms.
To test the stability of regression parameters, we apply a Chow breakpoint test and calculate p-values for all dates in the sample except for the very first and very last 40 observations. The results show an extreme instability of regression coefficients for all indices. For the main index, in over 47% of sample observations, a Chow test rejects the null hypotheses of no break at a significance level of 1% . Even if the results for the sub-indices are not as strong as for the main index, for most indices at over 45% of dates the null hypotheses can be rejected at the 5% level for all indices. We further examine parameter stability by rolling the regression equation (1) over on a daily basis using the last 100 observations. The results for the main index and the High Volatility index are shown in Figure  2 , which displays the evolution of the absolute value of stock portfolio coefficients, when the highly collinear ∆V is excluded from the regressions. 3 There seems to be an increase in the influence of the stock indices towards the middle of the sample. A similar result is obtained when we use ∆V and omit stock returns as an explanatory variable. These findings suggest that CDS indices may have regime specific behaviour.
MARKOV SWITCHING MODELS
Markov switching regression models allow the influence of explanatory variables to be state-dependent. Within model (1) this approach allows the regression parameters β h,j to change over time according to a particular transition probability and β h,j can take different values depending on the market regime or 'state' at time t, which is denoted by S t . The transition from one state to another is described by an unobservable Markov chain, FIGURE 2: Evolution of Regression Coefficients. This figure shows the evolution of the absolute value of coefficients of the stock portfolio for the Europe iTraxx index (black line) and for the High Volatility index (grey line) for regression (1) rolled over on the last 100 observations.
i.e.
Markov switching regressions go back to Goldfeld and Quandt (1973) and Cosslett and Lee (1985) . The formulation used here is due to Hamilton (1989 Hamilton ( , 1994 who developed a statistical representation of unobservable states influencing the behaviour of a time series where the transition between the various states is modelled as a discrete-time, discretespace Markov chain. Hamilton (1989) applied this framework to model the dependence of the real output growth on the business cycle. This triggered much research using Markov switching models for describing economic time series that exhibit breaks in their behaviour. Among the variables examined are stock returns, interest rates and exchange rates (see Turner et al., 1989; Perez-Quiros and Timmermann, 2000; Taylor, 2004; Bansal et al., 2004; Alexander and Dimitriu, 2005; Cheung and Erlandsson, 2005; Francis and Owyang, 2005; Clarida et al., 2006 and many others) .
A Markov switching model allows the economy to be in one of n different regimes. The probability of a transition from state i at time t to state j at time t + 1 is only influenced by the state at time t and not by any previous state. We further assume time independent transition probabilities, thus:
and these transition probabilities are summarised in the matrix P = (p ij ). The Markov chain is represented by the random vector ξ t , whose i-th element equals one if S t = i and zero otherwise. Thus, in a two-state Markov chain ξ t = (0, 1) if S t = 2. However the Markov chain is assumed to be unobservable, thus we can never be sure about the regime
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at time t, we can only assign probabilities of being in one regime or another. The conditional expectation of ξ t+1 given t is denoted by ξ t+1|t and is calculated by premultiplying ξ t by P:
Under the assumption of Gaussian ε i,t for both states i, the conditional densities are represented by the vector η whose elements are given by:
where β i = (β S t =i,0 , ..., β S t =i,5 ) , θ = (P, β i , σ i ) and ψ t−1 = (y t−1 , y t−2 , ..., x t−1 , x t−2 , ...) denotes the information up to time t − 1. The vector η can be used in conjunction with the transition probabilities in (3) to derive the joint density of y t , S t and S t−1 conditional on ψ t−1 and x t :
Summing over all possible values for S t and S t−1 leads to
where denotes element by element multiplication. The conditional state probabilities are obtained by recursively solvinĝ
The vectorξ t|t is often referred to as the 'filtered' probability and is the best estimate for the Markov chain at time t given all information up to time t. The iteration in (4) and (5) leads to the conditional log likelihood of the observed data:
The set of optimal parametersθ can be obtained by maximising the log likelihood function under the restriction that probabilities sum to one (P 1 = 1) and standard deviations are greater than zero (σ i ≥ 0). Given the parameter estimates we can also calculate smoothed probabilities of being in a particular state. Smoothed probabilitiesξ t|τ use all the information in the data up to an observation τ (τ > t, and usually τ = T) as opposed to filtered probabilities which only use information up to time t to determine state probabilities. Kim's smoothing algorithm (see Kim, 1994) can be applied to recursively solve forξ t|τ starting withξ τ|τ .
MODEL ESTIMATION, INFERENCE AND INTERPRETATION
Using the methodology described in the last section we estimate model (2) using a two state Markov switching regression where the error process also has a state-dependent volatility. This volatility and all coefficients β S,h,j with S ∈ {1, 2}, h = 1, ..., 10 and j = 0, ..., 5 are estimated and the results are displayed in Table 3 .
Since coefficient estimates differ markedly between the two regimes they display very different characteristics. For the interpretation of the results we concentrate first on the Europe index. The first market regime is a volatile regime, where the average annual volatility of the error term is 18.91 bps compared with 5.66 bps during the second regime. The determinants of the Europe index are as follows:
• Lagged changes in the iTraxx Europe index are statistically significant in both regimes. In addition their coefficients are very much alike;
• Changes in the VStoxx volatility index have a significant effect in the first regime, where an increase in volatility leads to higher CDS spreads, as theory suggests. However CDS are not significantly affected by changes in implied volatility during the second regime;
• The influence of the stock market return is much more significant in the second regime;
• The first interest rate principal component is only significant in the second regime. The direction of influence is as predicted by theory: a rise in interest rates leads to a decline in CDS spreads;
• The second interest rate principal component does not significantly influence CDS spreads in either regime.
We find very similar patterns for the sub-indices. The residual volatility in regime one is at least three times larger than the residual volatility in regime two. The strength of autocorrelation is broadly similar in each regime but stock market returns in particular have a much stronger influence during regime two. As in the main index, implied volatility changes affect credit spreads more in regime one but the influence of interest rates is only significant during the second regime.
Formal statistical tests of a Markov switching model against its linear alternative face the problem of unidentified parameters under the null hypothesis. For this reason standard tests do not converge to their usual distribution. For example when testing model (1) against model (2) the limiting distribution for a likelihood ratio test is not χ 2 . Alternative tests have been suggested that produce valid inference (see Hansen, 1992 and Carrasco et al., 2004; Rydén et al., 1998 ) . In our case the large number of model parameters imposes a severe computational restriction on the application of these tests and we therefore focus on the Europe index in the first instance. 
Note that this hypothesis is more conservative than the hypothesis that coefficients and residual volatility are identical. Both statistics are asymptotically χ 2 (5) distributed and Table 4 presents the results. These indicate very strong evidence of switching in at least one variable in every sub-index.
Subsequently tests for switching in each individual variable indicates very strong evidence of switching in the stock market determinants but little evidence of switching in either interest rate determinants or in the autocorrelation (i.e. the coefficient on the lagged dependent variable). 4 The tests of switching in stock market variables are affected by the presence of multicollinearity between stock market returns and implied volatility. Therefore we also tested for switching in Markov switching models with only one of the stock market variables. The results are presented in Table 5 and show that the null-hypothesis of no switching in the stock returns relationship can be rejected for all indices at the 3% level. Evidence of switching in the relationship between stock volatility and credit spreads is even stronger. The level of stock market coefficients is much higher during volatile market regimes, indicating that during volatile regimes CDS spreads tend to react more when stock market variables change.
Thus we find significant regime specific behaviour. But this does not necessarily imply that model (2) is a good representation of the actual data. Therefore we also compare the unconditional density of the changes in the iTraxx Europe index with the unconditional density generated by (a) the linear model with no regime switching and (b) the Markov switching model. This is one of the strongest model specification tests (Breunig (2). Similarly we obtain a kernel for changes in the iTraxx Europe under the assumption of a linear regression model (its density is denoted by f LR (y;θ)). Figure 3 displays the density estimates for the Markov switching model, the linear regression model and the density implied by the observed data (denoted byf (y)) of the iTraxx Europe index.
FIGURE 3: Unconditional Density Estimates.
It is obvious that a Markov switching regression provides a much better representation of the observed data than a linear regression model. Particularly the fat tails of the distribution are well captured. Even if the mode of the data is not perfectly matched, we conclude that the Markov switching model far outperforms its linear alternative. For statistical support of this conclusion we perform the test of the null-hypothesis of equal densities suggested by Ait-Sahalia (1996) (for applications to Markov switching models see also Breunig et al., 2003) . The test statistic is given by
where h is the bandwidth of the estimated kernel. The critical value at the 5% significance level is 0.359. In the case of the Markov switching regression we can not reject the equality of densities. The test statistic ( M = 0.249) implies that even if the densities differ slightly around the mean, model (2) seems to be a very good representation of the data. However the test rejects the equality of the unconditional densities of the data and the linear regression models at the highest significance level with an M-statistic of 3.94.
Having demonstrated this highly significant regime switching behaviour we now reduce the parameters of the models in Table 3 by excluding all variables which do not have a significant influence on the iTraxx indices. The tested-down model for the main iTraxx Europe index is as follows:
Regime one:
(5.3747)
Regime two:
The tested-down models for the sub-indices follow very similar patterns to the Europe index model. These are given in Tables 6. For the sub-indices Automobiles, Consumers, High Volatility, Industry, TMT and Non-Financials the only variable significant in both regimes is the lagged CDS index change. The stock returns and the level of the yield curve are only significant in the second regime, whereas the change in the volatility index is only significant in the first regime. This pattern is slightly broken for the Financials Senior and Financials Subordinate indices, where interest rate variables have no influence in either regime. In addition, for the Financials Senior index the influence of the lagged CDS changes are not significant in the second regime and the index is affected by the VStoxx changes in both regimes. Theoretical determinants of CDS spreads did not explain much of the variation in the Energy index in our single-state model and we find a similar result in the Markov switching regression: after testing down the model only VStoxx is significant in the first regime and lagged iTraxx changes in the second regime.
It is very clear that changes in VStoxx are more influential than stock returns in the volatile regime. Possible reasons for this are that the price of a CDS should become more sensitive to volatility when the firm value is close to the default-triggering barrier, and that investors may become more concerned about future uncertainties once volatility has entered the CDS market. However stock returns are more significant determinants of CDS spreads in the tranquil regime. Because of the multicollinearity problem we have compared the coefficients obtained when using only one of the stock market variables in the switching model, finding that coefficients are four or five times larger in the volatile regime and are very significantly different in every index.
7 WHAT DRIVES THE REGIME TRANSITIONS?
We already know that the volatility of the Markov switching model residuals is much greater in state one and so we have called this the volatile regime. It seems reasonable to suppose that CDS spreads will themselves be more volatile when the volatility of the residuals is high. Figure 4 supports this by comparing the filtered probabilities of the Europe index being in state one with the squared changes of the index. Notice that a switch to the volatile regime is often but not always accompanied by a jump in the CDS volatility.
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The first time we enter the volatile regime in our sample is on GM is not a member of the iTraxx Europe CDS series, nevertheless the speculation on its downgrade and the downgrade itself made investors aware of the risks involved in credit default swaps and eventually led to a highly volatile CDS market in Europe for several weeks. This indicates that CDS premiums may be influenced by the expected creditworthiness of major companies. Hence changes in their ratings, or even public discussions about credit rating deterioration, can raise volatility in the CDS market. Also major events such terrorist assaults can increase CDS volatility in all markets. For instance, after September 11 th there was very high volatility in the European CDS market.
The question of causality between CDS spread volatility and regime switches can be ad-
dressed by estimating a logit model for each index, of the form
where p t denotes the filtered probability of being in the volatile regime at time t, α 0 and α 1 are regression coefficients and x t is the squared change in the iTraxx index. Estimates for α 0 and α 1 (denoted by a 0 and a 1 ) are obtained by maximum likelihood. The results are shown in the second column of Table 7 . The sign and significance of the coefficients for each index indicate that a large jump in the credit spread, up or down, may indeed be followed by a regime shift.
We also ask whether it is possible to find a structural variable that forces CDS spreads from one regime to another. Investors' fear of credit deterioration may be incorporated in option prices, since credit deterioration is often accompanied by large negative jumps in stock prices. Measures of stock market jump risk are often related to the shape of the implied volatility surface. For instance, Collin-Dufresne et al. (2001) measure investors' expectation of jump risk using the difference between 90%-moneyness implied volatility and at-the-money implied volatility of the closest-to-maturity options. However the implied volatility smile tends to become steeper when the option expiry approaches and thus an increase in this measure cannot be attributed to jump risk alone. The dependence of the smile on the time to maturity indicates that a changes in the slope of a constant maturity smile would be a better measure of jump risk (see for example Hafner and Wallmeier, 2001 ).
VStoxx indices exist for different constant maturities from one month to two years, and this allows us to consider the slope of the term structure of implied volatilities as a proxy for jump risk. A decrease in the slope of the volatility term structure indicates that downward jumps in equity prices are considered more likely over the short term than over the medium and longer term. The VStoxx indices are highly correlated, so we can apply principal components to this term structure just as we have done for interest rates. The second principal component can be interpreted as a change in the slope of the term structure. Since the term structure of implied volatilities was upward sloping during the whole sample period and the second eigenvector is increasing with maturity, a fall in the second principal component captures a decrease in the slope of the term structure. This implies an increase in the risk that stock prices will jump downward in the short term but a decrease in the risk of such a jump over a longer horizon.
We have estimated (8) using several jump risk proxies for the explanatory variable x, but with little success. The second row of Table 7 presents the results when x = j, the slope of the VStoxx term structure. We cannot conclude that this, or any other of our jump risk proxies, is significantly related to a switch in regime.
Subsequently we used the same logit model to investigate whether lags of the endogenous variables of model (2) Table 7 displays the results for all these variables. In many iTraxx indices (Europe, Automobiles, Consumer, Industry and TMT) it is evident that the lagged changes in the CDS index (∆CDS t−1 ) have a significant and positive influence on the regime probability. Thus an upward jump in credit spread is more likely to precipitate the volatile regime than a downward jump of equal size. The first principal component of the yield curve (PC 1,t−1 ) has a negative sign in all of the indices and is also significant most of the time. This indicates that raising interest rates may decrease the probability that credit spreads enter the volatile regime. However this is the only structural variable that seems to have any explanatory power for driving the switches between regimes.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study investigates the influence of theoretical determinants on the daily changes in the iTraxx Europe indices during a two year period between June 2004 and May 2006.
The following results are consistent with previous empirical studies on credit spreads:
• Theoretical determinants of structural credit risk models have a significant effect on CDS spreads (Benkert, 2004; Ericsson et al., 2004) . In fact the only theoretical variable that has no significant influence for our sample is the slope of the yield curve;
• However only about 20% to 30% of the variation in credit spreads can be explained and most of the unexplained variation is due to a systematic factor (Collin-Dufresne et al., 2001);
• Variables of structural credit risk models have most influence on low-grade credits for non US companies (Cossin et al., 2002) .
The new results in this paper are founded on the strong evidence that the influence of theoretical determinants of credit spreads has a regime dependent behaviour. A twostate Markov switching regression suggests that the sensitivity of credit spread changes to structural variables very much depends on the volatility of the CDS market. In volatile regimes the iTraxx index changes are highly sensitive to changes in implied volatility, whereas in tranquil regimes it is the stock market returns that have the main influence on credit spreads. Policy makers should be interested to know that credit spreads are only sensitive to changes in the level of the yield curve during tranquil periods, and then only in some sectors. Notably the credit spreads on financial stocks appear to be virtually insensitive to interest rate changes in both regimes.
We investigated whether economic variables force switches in the CDS index regime, focusing on a proxy for jump risk, but the relationships were weak. We found some evidence that raising interest rates decreases the probability of credit spreads entering the volatile regime and that jumps in credit spreads, particularly upward jumps, can raise the probability of entering the volatile regime. No other variables provided a satisfactory Copyright © 2006 Alexander and Kaeck 22 explanation of the transition from one regime to another.
Our models have approximately twice the explanatory power in the volatile regime, depending on the index. Stock returns and stock volatility explain much more of the variation in all of the iTraxx indices, except the Energy index, during volatile regimes. Previous research by Cossin et al. (2002) and others has shown that structural variables explain more variation in credit spreads when they have lower credit quality. Therefore our results suggest that during periods of 'crisis' CDS indices adopt the behaviour of higher-risk CDSs and become more sensitive to structural variables, even though the creditworthiness need not have changed.
Equity hedge ratios are very regime dependent, being four or five times larger during the volatile regime. This emphasises the need to identify the market regime when determining an appropriate hedge ratio, a finding that should be of particular interest to CDS traders and anyone wishing to hedge the equity risk of their CDS positions. We note that Yu (2005) empirically investigates the success of capital structure arbitrage between CDS and equity markets, assuming the markets have only one state, and finds that equity hedges can be completely ineffective during periods of crisis. 5 Our results can explain this finding because it is necessary to distinguish between market regimes when determining an appropriate hedge ratio. We conclude that only regime dependent hedge ratios can reduce stock market exposure as desired.
The iTraxx CDS market displays volatility clustering features that are similar to those in many other financial markets. Once volatility has entered the market it is quite persistent. For instance, in the main iTraxx Europe series the probability of remaining in the volatile regime is 96%. The persistence is even higher for the tranquil regime, with a probability of 99% of remaining in the regime once there, and the tranquil regime was the predominant regime for all indices during our sample, with about 3/4 of all observations belonging to it. There is also a pronounced autocorrelation in the iTraxx index changes in both volatile and tranquil periods. This finding has implications for the pricing of CDS options, instruments that are now being actively traded over-the-counter. Indeed our results offer some of the first insights in the literature to the price dynamics of iTraxx indices. The development of a suitable mean-reverting conditionally heteroscedastic process for the iTraxx price dynamics is an interesting topic for future research.
